
AN ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATION AND PERSON INVOLVED

An analysis of observation and person involved description. Selecting an appropriate job analysis method depends on
many factors like - structure of the.

It also involves taking field notes of observations and interpretations. If the unit of analysis is human feelings
the unit of observation can be the individual or group etc. Here is a description of two types of unobtrusive
research measures you may decide to undertake in the field: Behavior Trace studies: Behavior trace studies
involve findings things people leave behind and interpreting what they mean. Continuos Monitoring is often
used in organizational settings, such as evaluating performance. Federal register, 56,  However, the rich
contextual data that result are invaluable, both in confirming and validating self reports and also in describing
the venues and situations in which social action takes place. Known as descriptive research, observations are a
great way to start a research project. Alternatively, the researcher may be a partial participant. When I
conducted my dissertation fieldwork, I stayed in a local motel, although I had been invited to stay at the home
of some community members. The analysis of this data can provide an insight into how different a slum is
from structured societies. The process of mapping, as he describes it, involves describing the relationship
between the sociocultural behavior one observes and the physical environment. It involves a researcher joining
a group of people and participating in the everyday activities of the subjects. Now you only have to pick which
kind of observation to do. It sometimes involves the researcher's working with and participating in everyday
activities beside participants in their daily lives. In the second notebook, they suggest keeping memos, casual
"mullings, questions, comments, quirky notes, and diary type entries" p. I chose to remain in the motel,
because this enabled me to have the down time in the evenings that I needed to write up field notes and code
and analyze data. Arguments in favor of this method include reliance on first-hand information, high face
validity of data, and reliance on relatively simple and inexpensive methods. In terms of validity, observational
research findings are considered to be strong. What about ethical problems you say? This means going into a
field situation armed with a lot of questions that you want to answer and perhaps a checklist of data that you
need to collect" p. This method of field research is widely used in a public setting or environment but not in a
private environment as it raises an ethical dilemma. Should you or shouldn't you collect your data through
observation? For example, you may question whether computers and humans have a positive relationship.
Overt participant observation may not be completely open. Participant observation is the process enabling
researchers to learn about the activities of the people under study in the natural setting through observing and
participating in those activities. Possible settings for observation in this exercise have included sitting inside
fast-food restaurants, viewing the playground, observing interactions across parking lots or mall food courts,
or viewing interactions at a distance on the subway, for example. Understand the strengths and weaknesses in
the validity of observational research findings. Know what Direct Observation is and some of the main
concerns of using this method. If the data one collects is not reliable, the conclusions will not be valid.


